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id you know that 1 out of every 2 physicians suffers from burnout?
We doctors are used to dealing with statistics in our professional lives, yet
what matters to us in our personal lives is how we feel. And many physicians are so overwhelmed and exhausted that they dread getting up in the morning,
let alone going into the office.
It’s no wonder: with the demands placed on us increasing by the day, we find ourselves being asked to do more and more, with fewer resources. External pressures
are intense and increasing. It can feel as if what little control we have over our work
life is rapidly diminishing. And it’s not like we have a lot of extra time on our hands. In
fact, it often feels like we live in a negative time zone.
In addition, we face high personal and professional expectations, many that go beyond what anyone is capable of. And we’ve been through years of medical training
that emphasizes perfectionism, discourages attention to self, and stigmatizes personal vulnerability of any sort. In addition, we are often our own harshest critics.
We can hope that our workplaces will institute better working conditions but I would
not hold my breath on this one. Whether or not systems-level reform occurs, physician dissatisfaction is so high that you likely need to take action now.
We went into medicine to help others but we may have lost touch with our original
sense of purpose and meaning. It’s important to remember that the way we treat
ourselves, and the way we talk to ourselves, matter deeply in how we feel--setting
the stage for how we act and react throughout our days.

Building Your Resilient Self ™
I know what this is about because as a practicing physician myself who has worked
in a wide variety of capacities, and a coach for physicians and physician leaders in
all specialties, I understand the unique demands that physicians face in the current
healthcare environment. My passion is to help physicians just like you, who want to
survive their careers and live more satisfying lives.
Resilience is the capacity to bounce back from stress and adversity, small or large. It’s
not something you’re either born with or not. How can you boost yours?
It begins with heightening your awareness of who you are, seeing your strengths,
knowing what motivates you, and knowing what drains the energy right out of you.
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And while it may seem counterintuitive, carving out time for yourself is just as critical.
If you’re thinking there will never be time for you, then you need these tips all the
more.
When daily pressures are stressful and intense, it’s crucial to find strategies to maintain your composure and a calm, neutral state of being. It’s also important to realize
that external circumstances don’t necessarily dictate what you feel inside. Just think
of all the wealthy celebrities who are depressed and in and out of rehab! In fact,
more than external circumstances, it’s actually internal feeling states that determine
your level of happiness and satisfaction. Even though the practice of medicine has become very challenging, you can still find ways to shift your internal landscape. Whenever possible, you also need to allow yourself to recharge, and you need to reduce
anything you can that contributes to stress and strain.
As you work through these tips, be patient! Take baby steps. My motto is:
When it’s something new, start very small.
That’s far better than not starting at all.
Focus on one tip each week, and notice changes in your work and personal life. Developing new habits take time and patience. Just like going to the gym, you’re building new muscles, and that doesn’t happen overnight.
As you utilize these tips, please DO NOT use them as a reason to be hard on yourself!
A large component of resilience is learning to feel better about yourself and your accomplishments.
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In the Workplace
1. Set Your Course
Starting your day with a conscious intention can help you focus your energies in a
positive and productive way. In the morning, think about one thing that you want to
focus on. It may be feeling less stress, being kinder to your staff, or completing a task
that has been hanging over you. You may veer off course, but by keeping an intention
in mind, you can more readily find your way back.
For example, after receiving feedback that he appeared angry, a surgeon developed
the habit of starting his day by telling himself: “Today, when I feel angry, I’m going to
take a deep breath and remind myself that lashing out only ends up coming back to
hurt me.”
What can you do to set your course today?
2. Manage Your Calendar
As a physician, your days can be so full that you may feel relieved to simply get
through them. The demands can be such that you can feel as if you have absolutely
no control over anything. One way to counter this is to make a daily practice of looking at your schedule and challenging yourself to find something you can remove. Even
taking one small event off your schedule—a meeting you don’t absolutely have to
attend, for example— can lighten your load and your stress level as well.
3. Acknowledge Conflict
Whether in the workplace or at home, conflict is a natural and inevitable part of human
interaction. The challenge isn’t avoiding all conflict but learning how to handle it.
During times of conflict, listen to what others have to say, acknowledge their perspective, and share your thoughts using “I” statements. Avoid the temptation to say, “What
you did hurt my feelings,” and try something like “When you did X (fill in your own example), I felt hurt.” After all, only you control your reactions to situations and people. If
you frame your feelings in the first person, you may find that the other person becomes
less reactive and that you can more constructively de-escalate the conflict.
This week, will you practice using “I” statements when you are in a conflict with a
coworker?
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4. Just Say Yes!
Learning how to say yes to things that energize and fulfill you is critical. When you
consider the workday ahead of you, think about things that nourish you. This could
be leaving work and walking outside in the fresh air for a few minutes, looking at a
photo of a loved one, eating a healthy lunch, or having your favorite type of music
playing quietly in your office.
Whatever it is, try to find small things that are just for you and get in the habit of
“saying yes” to them every day.
5. Just Say No!
When your energy and time are limited, it is key to learn how to say no to things that
you don’t absolutely have to take on. Consider what activities you don’t enjoy, or that
drain your energy and provide marginal, if any, return. When you’re asked to take on
chairing a committee at work or becoming a class parent at your child’s school, think
about what the cost will be to you. It’s ok to say no. In fact, it may be necessary for
your survival.
Watch this brief video to develop your muscle of saying no.
6. Delegate
You may believe that you’re the only one who can do a certain task, but if there are
things you can delegate to someone else, it can help unburden you. Make a mental
or written list of all tasks you have to accomplish and think seriously about whether
there are ones that someone else could just as easily complete. The time you will
gain is well worth the time you invest in making the list. You may need to hire someone, but that will likely be money well spent.
7. Set Realistic Goals
We all know that tasks often take longer than we expect. Try to be realistic about how
much time to allot for what you need to accomplish on any given day. And always
build in time for the unexpected. By doing this, you’ll feel more confident that you
can accomplish what you take on, instead of berating yourself for what you didn’t
manage to do. You deserve to feel good about what you are accomplishing.
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8. Try Something New
If you’re running into a challenging dynamic with someone at work, and feel stuck in
an ineffective pattern, a useful strategy is to try something completely new. For example, if you spend your days bumping heads with nurses who don’t like your telling
them how they should be working, try paying them a compliment or asking for their
input about the workflow.
Sometimes doing something new shakes up a well-worn pattern and leads the other
person to move out of their usual role. Sometimes you stumble on a more functional
way of interacting. Whatever the outcome, trying something new expands your flexibility, a key ingredient in building resilience.
9. Get to Know Your Strengths
Sometimes you can be so focused on areas of weakness that it’s difficult to believe
you have strengths. The truth is that you do! You can complete a free assessment
at the University of Pennsylvania Positive Psychology site (Values in Action survey of
character strengths questionnaire). This well-validated assessment identifies your top
five strengths.
When you get your list, study it and take it seriously. If the list says that you are creative, brave, curious, persistent, and fair, you deserve to feel these attributes. They
are part of who you are.
10. Apply Your Strengths
Once you have identified your strengths, the next step is to begin applying them in a
more deliberate manner. If there is a task that seems daunting, look at your list of top
strengths, and brainstorm ways you can use them to take small or large steps forward. It’s easy to dismiss strengths with negative self-talk. How many times have you
told yourself things like: “I don’t have what it takes to do this,” or “I’ll never be smart
enough?”
In brainstorming, your task is to make a list without censoring yourself, so push away
thoughts about why your ideas won’t work.
Now that you have brainstormed a list, pick one activity from your brainstorming list
and commit to trying it out each week.
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11. Tame Your Anger
We all become angry at times and lose our cool. When things don’t go the way we
intended, frustration and anger are natural reactions. Yet there may be unintended
consequences to our immediate reaction. You may say things you don’t truly mean,
that if you had thought about, you might not way.
Anger also leads to some uncomfortable physical sensations: muscles tense up, there
may be slight tachycardia, or you may experience constriction in your throat. These
physiological responses are a natural part of the fight or flight syndrome. These
subtle changes in your body can put you on alert that you’re heading into something
you might want to back away from. The more attuned you become to your own early
physical signs of anger (or other challenging emotions,) the more you’ll be able to
control or buffer your response.
When you find yourself experiencing the early physical signs of anger, stop, pause,
and consider your situation. In doing so, you can learn to move from reactivity to
purposeful response.
12. Notice Your Accomplishments
Many physicians learn to be goal-oriented from a young age, starting with their early
education: getting top grades in order to get into medical school, performing well in
medical school to nab a choice residency, and excelling in residency in order to obtain
the right fellowship or land the best job. Always focusing on the next goal can make it
difficult to appreciate the goals you have already reached.
Noticing your accomplishments helps shift the focus from what needs to be done (i.e.
ever-more work,) and a sense of low accomplishment, to what you’ve already actually achieved.
This week, will you take note of three things you have accomplished each day?
13. Celebrate Your Accomplishments
When was the last time you celebrated a victory? It’s easy to dismiss wins and jump
right to the next goal you want to reach. Celebrating victories, small or large, provides
a buffer against what can feel like the crushing weight of responsibility and duties.
No, you don’t have to go out for a fancy dinner whenever you accomplish a goal (al-
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though you could!). Instead you can have a quiet celebration with friends or family, or
allow your partner to treat you to something nice, or let yourself have a special treat.
Or you can simply tell yourself “Look, I did it!”
For the next week, try noticing small daily victories and take time to give yourself a
pat on the back.
14. Go from To-Do to Got-Done!
Do you tend to end your day ruminating about the things you didn’t get done or
could have done better? When you’re running on empty, it’s easy to focus on what
can seem like a never-ending to-do list. Instead of ending your day beating yourself
up, it’s important to consciously switch to things you have gotten done. Doing this
can lead to a better night’s sleep.
This week, will you make a list every night of three things you got done that day? Try
this and see how you feel.
15. Think You’re an Imposter?
Many physicians suffer from an insidious Imposter Syndrome (IS,) fearful that others
know more than they do and that they will be “found out” as intellectual frauds, not
the all-knowing paragons they believe they should be. Do you suffer from IS? Whatever your specialty, it’s impossible to keep up with all the technologic advances, new
medications, and volumes of information patients find online.
Take the time to find out more about Imposter Syndrome.
16. Overcome the Imposter Syndrome
The Imposter Syndrome affects almost all physicians at some point in their careers.
You are not alone! How do you stop IS? When you feel plagued by the Imposter
Syndrome, remind yourself that the problem is not you. Then consciously shift your
focus to at least one specific way you excel professionally. IS is simply an occupational
hazard of being a physician.
Check out other tips to overcome Imposter Syndrome.
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Personal Wellness
17. Stop the Over-Drive
Does your brain run in over-drive? Many physicians’ brains are always occupied and
busy, never still and calm. This is particularly true of our cognitive function that serves
us so well. Just like the rest of your body, your brain needs rest. As a way of reframing the need for calm, you can think about letting your brain go into “sleep” mode.
Think of it as writing a letter to your mind: “Dear brain: It’s time to rest now. I’d like
you to take a good long nap.”
This week, will you take at least two opportunities to let your brain take a nap?
18. Find Calm in Your Environment
Whether it’s sitting in quiet meditation, taking a walk, or simply creating a pause in
your schedule, it’s key that you have some time each day when you are still. This reprieve can recharge you and make you more productive.
Even though you may believe that you don’t have time to add anything to your day,
you can start by taking 5 minutes a day then gradually build up. If that seems too
daunting, you can even start with 60 seconds.
Remember: When it’s something new, start very small. That’s far better than not
starting at all.
19. Just Breathe
One way to find calm is to use something that’s always with you: your breathing.
When stressed, we become ungrounded, and our breathing grows rapid and shallow.
This leads to more stress and a spiral that leads us into more and more anxiety. You
can break this cycle by focusing on your breathing. Really! Take 60 seconds and simply focus on your breath as it enters and leaves your body. Even 10 seconds may do
the trick. When a thought enters your mind, just notice it then return your focus to
your breathing.
Try this daily this week. Do you experience more calm?
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20. Stop, Reflect, and Choose
Reflecting on a situation heightens your self-awareness, which is key to fighting burnout and building resilience. Self-awareness helps provide perspective and clarity. It
also allows you to move from reactivity to choice---choice about everything, from
how you respond in a charged interaction to major decisions you face.
Realizing you have choices can help you feel more empowered and in control of what
can seem an out-of-control work environment.
This week, will you spend 15 minutes reflecting on a troubling work situation?
21. Move From Doing to Being
As physicians, we’re in the business of fixing problems. We are the ones expected to
do something to help people. Sometimes, though, we need to leave our problemsolving skills and just be present. This can be good for our patients and for ourselves.
We may need to give ourselves permission to shift from the well-worn “Don’t just
stand there, do something!” to “Don’t just do something, stand there!”
Obviously you don’t want to be caught flat-footed in a “Code Blue,” but for everything there is a season, and there are times when the stillness of just being present is
the most productive attitude. Cultivate the ability to recognize those times.
22. How’s Your Laughter Level?
Laughter is a powerful antidote to stress, pain, and conflict. Humor can lighten your
burdens, inspire hope, connect you to others, and help keep you grounded. Nothing
works faster or more dependably to bring your mind and body back into balance than
a good laugh. There’s even a trend of laughter clubs sweeping the U.S.
Plain and simple, laughter makes you feel good. And the good feeling that you get
when you laugh remains with you even after the laughter subsides. Humor helps you
keep your balance through difficult situations, frustrations and disappointments.
23. Increase the Laughter in Your Life
Whatever types of things you find amusing, include them in your day. Read jokes or
cartoons, use a humorous screen saver, watch snippets of sitcoms or funny movies,
read “The Onion,” or simply cultivate an active sense of the absurd. Specifically, look
for things that are not self-deprecating or at the expense of another person.
This week, will you try new ways to add laughter to your day?
www.gailgazelle.com © 2014
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24. Improve Your Self-Image
All of us all have ways of viewing ourselves that may be overly harsh and critical. A
common one is gazing in the mirror and immediately focusing on things we dislike
about our looks. But how about using the mirror as your ally? Try looking in the mirror and telling yourself something positive. “Beautiful eyes!” “Great smile.” “You’re
the best!”
This exercise may seem contrived, but maybe it’s time to consider the cost of all the
negative messages you regularly send yourself. Try it out and see how you feel.
25. Notice What You Eat and Why
Do you find yourself eating more when you’re stressed, unhappy or feeling overwhelmed or unappreciated? Pay attention to the reasons other than hunger for your
eating and you may be surprised. Being conscious of your eating triggers will give you
more of a sense of control.
Try keeping a log for the next week and write down when you eat and how you’re
feeling when you do so.
26. Weight: Savor What You Eat
If battling weight is an issue for you, try savoring what you eat. As a busy physician,
it’s common to eat on the run, skip meals entirely and pay little attention to the actual act of eating. But, it’s important to provide yourself fuel to get through your day
and be at your best. Try to put smaller than usual amounts on your fork or spoon and
let yourself savor every mouthful. Focusing on the experience of eating will allow
you to enjoy meals more and give you more control over your intake.
This week, pay more attention to how your food looks, smells, and tastes. The slower
you eat, the more you will taste and enjoy every bite.
27. Exercise: Every Step Counts!
It’s time to give yourself a boost with endorphins. Not only does exercise keep you
physically fit, it also boosts your mental clarity. Even if you believe you don’t have a
second to cram anything else into your day, start with something small and simple,
such as walking the stairs or taking a short walk around your neighborhood or workplace. If you’ve had a particularly stressful day, take it to the pool, the court, or the
pavement. Exercise is extremely important for focus, productivity, stress and mood!
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Remember: When it’s something new, start very small. That’s far better than not
starting at all.
This week, what exercise will you add?
28. Personal Medical Care
It’s an ironic and well-documented fact that many physicians avoid attending to their
own health. You may think that you’re invincible or there may simply be too many
other things that require your attention. But not attending to important health issues
can not only jeopardize your health but also leaves you with unnecessary worrying
that can interfere with your focus and sense of well-being.
Instead of worrying about a health issue, this week take it off your worry list by addressing it.
29. Savor the Moments of Your Life
Just as you savor a meal, you can savor all that your senses have to offer. The color of
the sky on a summer day. The comforting sound of the ocean or the familiar voice of
a loved one. The sensation of a cool breeze against your face.
Savoring life allows you to experience and enjoy what is right in front of you, available
to you free of charge! It’s a way of shifting the frame from thoughts about things you
want to be different and developing more satisfaction with what actually is.
This week, pick one thing to savor every day and notice what the experience is
like for you.
30. Spirituality
If it’s meaningful for you, a religious or spiritual practice can provide refuge from a
stressful day, a way to rediscover your center, and a space to let go of external pressures. Spirituality can allow you much needed calm and balance that helps you return
to work with clarity of mind and a renewed sense of purpose.
If spirituality is a source of renewal for you, will you be sure to incorporate it into
your workdays this week? This could be a brief reading, a prayer, a moment of silence, having spiritual music on quietly at your desk, or whatever other practice fits
for you.
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Inside Your Mind
31. Question Your Thoughts
Our minds are full of thoughts and chatter. The mind has been called “the thought
machine,” and many of us believe that our thoughts represent fact. But do they?
Sometimes our thoughts are actually assumptions we’ve made about ourselves,
someone else, or the situation we’re in.
One helpful exercise is to question your own thoughts. If there’s a thought that is
bothering you, try disputing its veracity. By developing the habit of questioning your
thoughts, you may discover some pleasant surprises about your reality.
32. Doubt Your Self-Doubts
Self-doubt can be a large player when it comes to your thoughts and internal dialogue. You may wonder if you made the right decision, question your actions, or
dwell on something you said. Or self-doubt may creep in in other ways. You may
doubt what the outcome will be of a situation, or what will happen in the future. Selfdoubt gets in the way of clarity and focus. Self-doubt definitely gets in the way of a
calm and resilient state of mind.
Try stopping your self-doubt in its tracks and replacing it with the question: “What
do I know about the situation I am doubting myself about?” Spend some time doing
your own mental investigation of the experience. You may discover more confidence
in your decision or action.
33. Name Your Values
When asked to name values, many come up with a clichéd list: family, justice, peace,
etc. We know these are wonderful values to aspire to, but what are your personal
values? Personal values are what we bring to life when we are living at our best.
A useful activity is to identify one peak moment from your past. This could be an experience during a vacation, a special time with family, engaging in a hobby or creative
pursuit, or a particularly meaningful moment with a patient.
Take time right now to relive one of these moments. Think about what made it so
special. Identify what values you were embodying during that experience.
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34. Live Your Values
Now that you have begun a list of your personal values, utilize them when you’re facing life decisions. Your values can provide a personal compass, helping to direct you
to your own “North Star.”
Begin aligning your decisions and actions with your personal values. Make choices
based on actions that fit within your values, and reduce, as much as you can, those
that don’t. You will likely notice feeling better and better about your decisions and
actions.
35. Let Disease Give You Peace of Mind
As physicians, we witness so much illness and tragedy. We learn to detach from it and
sometimes believe it could never happen to us or our loved ones. But being grateful
and acknowledging our present good fortune in health can bring an important sense
of gratitude.
Like savoring, gratitude helps us focus on the positive things we tend to take for granted.
Check out this UC Berkeley site for literature on the positive effects of gratitude.
This week, whenever you are feeling stressed, try bringing your focus to one thing you’re
grateful for in your life. After doing this, take note of your mood. Has anything shifted?
36. Leave the Land of Worry
How much time do you spend worrying? Not only do we worry about things we can
control, but often about matters outside of our control. Some worries may be based
on real-life situations, but others have little to do with our current reality. We often
become preoccupied with worries about things that may never even occur—an act
that increases anxiety and depletes energy, energy that busy physicians simply don’t
have to expend.
This week, begin to notice your worries. Are there any you are willing to leave behind?
37. If You’re Not You, Who Will Be?
Oscar Wilde said: “Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.”
Authenticity is the core of who you are. It encompasses your values, your beliefs, and
your actions. It’s aligning your words with your deeds. In a world where everyone
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seems to be in competition with each other, it can be difficult to be your true self. It
takes a certain courage. Yet the more you are the true you, the more comfortable you
can be with yourself and the more trustworthy you can be to others.
This week, try spending 15 minutes reflecting on what you lose when you’re not your
authentic self.
38. Forgive Your Flaws
We all have aspects of ourselves we don’t like. We look in the mirror and wish we
could change what we perceive as flaws in our looks. Our training teaches us that we
need to be perfect. We live in a society that constantly puts the focus on things wanting, instead of teaching self-acceptance. Thus, we learn to dwell on our flaws.
It might be difficult to let go of that critical eye, especially when we have learned to
have unrealistically high expectations of ourselves. Accepting who we are, flaws and
all, is a key component of increasing contentment and resilience.
This week, try to identify three flaws you are willing to accept in yourself.
39. What’s Right About Me?
What do you tend to focus on—what went right or what went wrong? For many physicians, it’s the latter. Identifying traits or skills that you want to improve is healthy,
but excessive focus on inadequacy can be unnecessarily draining.
How about trying a new game? Any time your mind goes to ways you feel bad about
yourself or have a perception that something went wrong, rapidly ask yourself
“What’s right about me? What’s right about how I acted in the situation I was in?”
Try this out and see what you gain. At a minimum, it may add a little levity into
your days.
40. Filling Your Tank
What energizes you? What are your life passions and dreams? What are your hobbies
and creative pursuits? Are there things you love doing that you never do?
If you’re coming up blank, don’t be critical of yourself. Many physicians have a difficult
time with this question because interests outside of medicine have fallen by the wayside.
Professional work and family have become the priority and leave little time for anything
else. With so much work to be done, it’s easy to let what you love slip away.
www.gailgazelle.com © 2014
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It’s important to reclaim passions, hobbies, and anything that you love! These activities can revitalize you, even in tiny little doses.
Remember: When it’s something new, start very small. That’s far better than not
starting at all.
41. Shed Some Guilt
Guilt is one of the most common yet erosive emotions. It can weigh you down, lower
your self-esteem, and lead you to focus on ways that you think you should be different. And, you may have noticed that it’s not even terribly motivating. In fact, guilt
tends to feed on itself and put you into a seemingly endless negative spiral.
So, what about letting go of some of your guilt. That may seem impossible but who’s
in charge of your mind anyway? Is it truly someone else that is “making you” feel
guilty, or is it your own habit of mind?
This week, stop and notice times when guilt creeps in. Challenge yourself to walk
away from guilt and think of something constructive you can do instead. This is not
easy but well worth your time.
42. Do I Really Need to Rush?
One of the most common challenges for physicians is the demands on your time.
There are many times when you have to rush to meet everything you have to get
done. You may be so accustomed to rushing that it becomes second nature. But there
may be times when you experience the stress of rushing out of habit, not necessity.
Think about your past week. Were there times when you rushed unnecessarily? Can
you try to avoid these in the coming week?
43. Time: Your Most Precious Commodity
Not only is time always a challenge at work, but the division of our professional, personal, and social lives may always feel out of balance. We can feel like there is never
enough of ourselves to do what’s needed in each life domain. What is most important in your calendar? Could it be that it’s you?
Schedule an appointment for yourself to do something that gives you energy. It may
be exercise, relaxation, or engaging in an enjoyable hobby. And, when you’re tempted
to ignore the appointment, before you cross yourself off your own schedule, stop and
ask yourself, “What do I need to stay afloat?”
www.gailgazelle.com © 2014
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Relationships with Others
44. Alone or Together?
As a physician you interact with a multitude of people all day long, whether at the office or in the hospital, and those interactions are all too often fraught with pain, conflict, loss, and/or challenging politics. It’s no wonder that relationships in other areas
of your life begin to suffer. Whether you’re someone who thrives on interactions or
prefers more time on your own, getting to know your own preferences will help you
focus more on how you want to spend your nonwork time.
If it suits your personality, invite your neighbors over for a barbecue, join a book club,
or organize a family reunion. If you prefer solitude, use your minimal time off to curl
up with a good book or putter in your garden.
Experiment with time alone or with others. Which makes you feel more rejuvenated,
happy, and relaxed?
45. Nurture Relationships
When was the last time you called your neighbor, a college friend, or a far-off family member? Nurturing relationships takes time and energy, but as you change some
other areas of your life, you will free up time and energy to rekindle, sustain, and create new relationships. As you make new relationships, make sure to identify ways you
can nurture the ones you already have.
One way to help relationships flourish is expressing gratitude to others. Thank a
medical assistant for bringing a patient into a room. Tell your children or parents
things you appreciate about them. Consider writing a brief gratitude letter to someone important in your life.
Start or end each day with a gratitude list. Ask yourself: What three things am I grateful for today? Try this exercise for seven days in a row. What do you notice?
Learn more tips on gratitude.
46. Suffering From Compassion Fatigue?
As physicians, we are exposed to so much tragedy and sadness in our work, and
people seem to think we will want to hear about every sad story in their life. If you
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sometimes feel bored hearing about tragedy or can’t stand hearing one more tale of
grief and woe, you may be experiencing compassion fatigue. It’s not surprising that
we sometimes reach this saturation point.
Compassion fatigue is difficult enough, but it’s often accompanied by a painful sense
of guilt: If this is my reaction to tragedy, how can I consider myself a caring physician?
It’s important to recognize that compassion fatigue is something that almost all physicians experience at some point in their careers. If you notice it in yourself, it may be a
sign that the person who needs your compassion is you.
This week, if you notice compassion fatigue, remind yourself that being a physician is
a very challenging job and that it’s okay to sometimes need a break from human suffering.
47. Time for a “Time-Out”
Any time you are in a situation where emotions begin to escalate and you’re growing frustrated, angry, or annoyed, a good strategy is to take a timeout. This can be a
physical stepping out of the room, going outside or splashing cold water on your face,
or simply stopping to take three deep breaths before responding.
This week, if you find yourself in stressful situations, remove yourself from the setting and
try breathing or walking out of the office, even for a few minutes. Notice how this can
short-circuit the cascade of negative emotions you were beginning to experience.
48. Make Curiosity Your New Best Friend
Whenever you’re stuck in a personal interaction where you find yourself bored, annoyed, or frustrated, and your stress level is increasing, try becoming curious about
the other person. Think about why they act the way they do and what their motives
might be. Ask yourself why you react the way you do with them. Or whether there is
something you can learn from them. Try to find direct your thoughts to anything you
can be curious about.
Give this a try, and you may find that you can tolerate more in people around you,
and that your stress level naturally decreases.
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49. Let Go of a Grudge
Many people carry grudges against various people. It’s common to carry at least one
grudge, if not many more, sometimes for long periods. It could have started off as
something small but then begins to take on a life of it’s own.
The things that you begrudge are likely all too real. The problem with holding grudges, though, is that they weigh you down with resentment. Even though the grudge is
about someone else, you’re the one who pays the price.
You’re dealing with a lot in your life and the burden is high. Grudges will only increase
that burden. Are you ready to let go of a grudge?
50. Show Some Emotion!
You’ve probably heard of emotional intelligence (EQ). It’s the ability to understand
and monitor one’s own emotions and have increased comfort with the emotions
of others we interact with. Research indicates that people with higher EQ are more
mentally resilient, are more effective as leaders, and perform better in their workplaces.
We learn most during times of discomfort, and sometimes sitting with intense emotions can be downright uncomfortable. Expanding your emotional comfort zone can
help you cope with challenging circumstances, and better coexist with emotions that
arise for you. Getting more comfortable with your own emotions can help you develop a greater sense of ease in your life.
This week, if there’s an emotion that’s particularly challenging for you, instead of
doing something to distance yourself from the emotion, try simply sitting with it instead. Doing so for even 2 minutes is an excellent start.
51. Grow Your Empathy
It’s easy to focus on what must be accomplished today and what we need to get done
tomorrow. We perform our jobs with a get-in and get-out attitude. The result is that
we can lose the compassionate aspect of ourselves when we deal with patients and
others. We lose empathy a sense of what the other person is feeling.
Empathy bolsters connections with others. How can you grow yours? Thinking about
similarities between you and the other person is one way. Picturing yourself in the
other person’s shoes is another. Watch this brief video produced by The Cleveland
Clinic and see if how it affects your level of empathy.
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52. Write a New Ending
“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and
make a new ending.” --Maria Robinson
There are many different things that have happened in your life that have brought
you to the point where you are today. They may include good and not so good
events. Sometimes, you may believe that who you are is immutable, that because of
life events you can’t change how you live and how you react. You may tell yourself
things like “I’m an anxious person. It’s just who I am,” or “I’m not the kind of person
who expresses my emotions.”
I encourage you to challenge these type of beliefs. They box you in to ways of being
that can leave you dissatisfied and unfulfilled. They can keep you from your natural
resilience.
While it’s true that you do not have the power to go back and create a different life
history, you do have the power, in each and every moment, to make decisions about
how you act, how you view yourself and your life circumstances, and who you want
to be going forward. You do have the power to make changes that can have a profound effect on the quality of your life.
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Developing New Ways of Being
These 52 tips will give you the foundation for building your resilient self, relieving
stress, fighting work fatigue, and preventing burnout. Remember though, it takes
patience and practice to develop new ways of being in your work, relationships, and
with yourself. Learning is a never-ending process, so begin where you are, and try to
turn off self-judgment and criticism.
By implementing these tips, you will find renewed enthusiasm for your work, more
time in your day, and an increased sense of control in your life. That’s because you
will be more aligned with your true self, wasting less energy on worries and self-defeating thoughts, and utilizing techniques that decrease your daily stress.
I encourage you to try just one tip a week, be curious about what you learn, and let
me know how it goes!
As a practicing physician and physician coach, I understand the demands placed on
you every single day. I know how difficult it is to set limits and boundaries when there
are so many expectations and demands placed on you.
And, as a physician coach, I know how all these tips can add up to a more satisfying
life, as I see my clients becoming more confident, calm, productive, and content-more resilient toward all the external pressures they face.
I am committed to helping physicians:
• prevent burnout
• improve leadership and specific job performance skills
• renew sense of purpose and accomplishment
• navigate change in the workplace
• grow new muscles not included in medical training
I always have time to speak with physicians and physician leaders about your needs.
Feel free to schedule a complimentary 30-minute strategy session.
And remember:
When it’s something new, start very small.
That’s far better than not starting at all.
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What tiny step can you take today?
Wishing you the very best that life can offer,

Gail
For information about Dr. Gazelle’s coaching, other publications and services, or
availability for speaking engagements, visit www.GailGazelle.com,
email drgazelle@gailgazelle.com, or call 617-232-1600.
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